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 International Joint Commission
Washington, DC. 20440
1250, 23rd Street NW - Suite 100 i 100, Metcalfe Street — 18‘h floor
The Honorable Madeleine Albright
Secretary of State
United States Departtnent of State
Washington, DC.
Dear Mr. Axworthy and Ms Albright:
We have the honour to transmit herewith the Interim Report of the
International Joint Commission requested by the Governments of Canada and the
United States in the Reference of February 10, 1999. As requested, the Commission
plans to submit its final report by February 10, 2000.
The Commission plans to release the report to the public on August 18, 1999.










Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5M1
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The Honourable Lloyd Axworthy
Minister of Foreign Affairs
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Water is an important and often emotional issue throughout North America. Along the
U.S.—Canadian border there have been many controversial issues involving boundary
and transboundary water resources, and there also have been many opportunities for
cooperative ventures, projects, and other efforts to make life considerably better for the
citizens of both countries. The history of U.S.—Canadian relations is filled with exam-
ples of cooperative efforts in navigation, hydropower, agriculture, and ﬁsheries and of
signiﬁcant improvements in water quality.
Diverting water from the Great Lakes has been an issue of interest and at times con-
troversy between the United States and Canada. This issue, dating back to the last cen-
tury, has been investigated by the International Joint Commission most recently in the
mid-19805‘. In 1996, the Commission advised both national governments that the issues
of diversion and consumptive use of Great Lakes waters needed to be addressed more
comprehensively than they had been to date.
 
In the light of recent proposals to export water from the Great Lakes and other areas
of the United States and Canada, the governments decided to refer the issue of water
use along the border to the International Joint Commission. In a letter of February 10,
1999 (the "Reference"; see Appendix 1), the governments —after noting that the num—




















agement principles and conservation measures may be inadequate to ensure the future





















matters that may affect levels and ﬂows of waters within the boundary or transbound-
ary basins and shared aquifers:












































































































In preparing its recommendations, the Reference instructed
the Commission to consider in general terms such matters
as potential effects on the environment and other interests
of diversions and consumptive uses and,where appropriate,
the implications of climatological trends and conditions.
The governments requested the Commission to give first
priority to an examination of the Great Lakes Basin, focus—
ing on the potential effects of bulk water removal, including
removals for export, and to provide interim recommenda—
tions for the protection of the waters of the Great Lakes.
The governments asked that the interim recommendations
River immediately downstream from the international sec—
tion of the river to the end of Lake St. Peter, excluding the
tributaries of this downstream reach (Figure 1):. This is the
same area the Commission addressed in its 1985 Report,
Great Lakes Diversions and Consumptive Uses.
Immediately after receiving the Reference, the Commission
established a binational, interdisciplinary study team to carry
out the required investigations. An equal number of mem-
bers from each country were appointed to the team. They
were directed to work in the spirit of consensus in their per—
sonal and professional capacities and not as representatives







   




covering the Great Lakes be submitted within six months
and that a final report be submitted six months later. The
Commission was asked to include in its final report advice
on additional work that may be required to better under—
stand the irnplications of consumption, diversion, and
removal of water from boundary and transboundary basins
and from shared aquifers elsewhere along the boundary.
In this interim report, "Great Lakes Basin" refers to the
Great Lakes, their connecting channels, and the internation—
al section of the St. Lawrence River, together with their trib—
utaries, and it also includes the reach of the St. Lawrence
of their countries or organizations. Members of the study
team and advisers are listed in Appendix 2.
The Commission has carried out a broad public—consulta—
tion process and has made information related to work on
this Reference as widely available as practicable. A section
on the International Joint Commission web site
(wwwijcorg) was created to disseminate information and to
encourage public discussion during the study period. Eight
public hearings were held throughout the Great Lakes Basin
in both countries in the latter half of March 1999
(Appendix 3). In addition to the 160 presentations made at
 
2. This area goes beyond the boundary waters of the Great Lakes as
defined in the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909.
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 these hearings, the Commission received hundreds of other
submissions in writing and by e—mail, primarily from govern—
ments, interest groups, and individuals. The Commission
also initiated consultations with federal, provincial, and state
governments and regional and other relevant sources, includ—
ing a selection of experts convened at a special workshop at
the end of March, Extensive additional public—consultation
initiatives are planned for the next phase of work under the
Reference.
This interim report addresses the issues raised by the
Reference. The report begins with a description of the
Great Lakes system, the past and present water uses, and uses
that can be expected in the future. It then addresses the
cumulative effects of these uses and the issues of climate
change, groundwater, and conservation. From there, the
report moves to legal and policy considerations, followed by
interim conclusions and recommendations. The report ends
with a brief description of how the Commission will prtr
ceed to address the balance of the Reference and formulate
its final recommendations.
A glossary of terms used in this report is provided in
Appendix 4.
    
































The Great Lakes Basin lies within eight states and two provinces and comprises the
lakes, connecting channels, tributaries, and groundwater that drain through the interna—
tional section of the St. Lawrence River. The waters of the Great Lakes Basin are a
critical part of the natural and cultural heritage of the region, of Canada and the United
States, and of the global community. More than 33 million people live in the Basin3.
Spanning over 1,200 km (750
from east to west, these freshwater seas have made a
vital contribution to the historical settlement, economic prosperity, culture, and quality
of life and to the diverse ecosystems of the Basin and surrounding region.
The waters of the Great Lakes have been a fundamental factor in placing the region
among the world's leading locations in which to live and do business. Water contributes
to the health and well—being of all Basin residents, from its use in the home to uses in
manufacturing and industrial activity, in shipping and navigation, in tourism and recre-
ation, in energy production, and in agriculture. The Great Lakes are, however, more
than just a resource to be consumed; they are also home to a great diversity of plants,
animals, and other biota.
The waters of the Great Lakes are, for the most part, a nonrenewable resource. They
are composed of numerous aquifers (groundwater) that have ﬁlled with water over the
centuries, waters that ﬂow in the tributaries of the Great Lakes, and waters that fill the
lakes themselves. Although the total volume in the lakes is vast, on average less than 1
percent of the waters of the Great Lakes is renewed annually by precipitation, surface
water runoff, and inﬂow from groundwater sources,
Lake levels are determined by the combined inﬂuence of precipitation (the primary
source of natural water supply to the Great Lakes), upstream inﬂows, groundwater, sur-
face water runoff, evaporation, diversions into and out of the system, and water level
regulation. Because of the vast water surfacearea, water levels of the Great Lakes, even
with large variations in precipitation and runoff, remain remarkably steady, with a nor—
mal ﬂuctuation ranging from 30 to 60 cm (12—24 in.) in a single year.
Climatic conditions control precipitation (and thus groundwater recharge), runoff, and
direct supply to the lakes as well as the rate of evaporation. These are the primary driv—
ing factors in determining water levels. With removals and in—basin consumptive use
remaining relatively constant, during dry, hot weather periods, inﬂow is decreased and
 
3. For statistical purposes, Chicago is not included in the Basin.
 
 evaporation increased, resulting in lower lake levels and
reduced ﬂows. During wet, colder periods, the opposite sit—
uation develops: higher levels and increased ﬂows. Between
1918 and 1998, there were several periods of extremely high
and extremely low water levels and ﬂows. Exceptionally low
levels were experienced in the mid—1920s, mid—1930s, and
early 1960s. High levels occurred in 1929—30, 1952,
1973—74, 1985—86, and 1997—98. Studies of water level ﬂuc—
tuations have shown that the Great Lakes can respond rela-
tively quickly to periods of above—average, below—average, or
extreme precipitation, water supply, and temperature condi—
tions. The effects of existing control structures, diversions,
and dredging on levels are minor in comparison.
Great Lakes levels and lake level interests are highly sensitive
to climatic variability, as illustrated by the impact of high
water levels in the early 19505 and mid—19805 and of low
water levels in the 19305 and mid—1960s. Signiﬁcant variabil—
ity will continue whether or not human-induced climate
change is superimposed on natural ﬂuctuations. An example
of how quickly water levels can change in response to cli—
matic conditions occurred during 1998—99, when the water
levels of Lakes lVIichigan—Huron dropped 57 cm (22 in.) in
12 months.
Studies have concluded that the hydraulic characteristics of
the Great Lakes system are the result of both natural ﬂuctu-
ation and, to a much lesser extent, human intervention.
Control works that are operated under the authority of the
Internationaljoint Commission have been constructed in the
St. Marys River at the outlet of Lake Superior and in the St.
Lawrence River below the outﬂow from Lake Ontario.
Connecting channels and canals have been dredged to facili—
tate deep—draft shipping, including dredging that has lowered
Lakes Michigan—Huron by approximately 40 cm (15.8
Moreover, the level of Lake Erie has been increased by
obstructions in the Niagara River, including a number of fills
on both sides of the river, with a cumulative effect of about
12 cm (4.8 in).
 
Diversions have been constructed to bring water into the
Great Lakes system from the Albany River system in north—
ern Ontario at Longlac and Ogoki. They also have been
constructed to take water out of the system at Chicago and,
to a much lesser extent, through the Erie Canal. At the pres—
ent time, more water is diverted into the system than is taken
out. Water is also diverted around Niagara Falls for hydro—
electric power generation, and water is diverted from Lake
Erie to Lake Ontario through the Welland Canal.
Groundwater is important to the Great Lakes ecosystem
because it provides a reservoir for storing water and for slow—
ly replenishing the Great Lakes through base ﬂow in the trib—
utaries and through direct inﬂow to the lakes. Groundwater
also serves as a source of water for many human communi—
ties and provides moisture and sustenance to plants and
other biota.
Recent U.S. studies have estimated that groundwater makes a
signiﬁcant contribution to the overall water supply in the
Great Lakes Basin, accounting for approximately 22 percent
of the US. supply to Lake Erie, 33 percent of the supply to
Lake Superior, 35 percent of the supply to Lake Michigan,
and 42 percent of the supply to Lakes Huron and Ontario.
Over most of Ontario, the contribution of groundwater to
stream ﬂow is less than 20 percent. This is because of the
predominance of silt and clay or poorly fractured bedrock at
the surface. However, in some portions of the Lake Erie and
Lake Ontario basins, where sand and gravel are found at the
surface, the contribution of groundwater to local streams can
be as high as 60 percent or more.
The Great Lakes Basin is home to a diverse range of fish,
mammals, birds, and other biota. Because of such things as
pollution, agriculture, urban growth, deforestation, overﬁsh—
ing, the introduction of exotic species, and other human-
related issues, the Basin ecosystem has lost a number of
species and has lost extensive habitat. The overall impact of
these changes is not well understood.
 Water Uses in the
’ / av» .s.
" , Great Lakes Basin
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The Commission has conducted a preliminary examination of water use data in the
Great Lakes Basin.
Data currently available are dated (1987—93); however, the
Commission expects that 1997 data will be available for its final report and cautions that
the water use information in this interim report should be considered in that light.
Water uses are presented in two categories: consumptive use and removals. Close to 90
percent of withdrawals are taken from the lakes themselves, with the remaining 10 per-
cent coming from tributary streams and groundwater sources (Figure 2—A)‘.
Consumptive Use
An estimated 5 percent of the water withdrawn from the Great Lakes is consumed and
is therefore lost to the Basin. This ﬁgure comes from the Regional Water Use Data Base
—a database that has been maintained by the Great Lakes Commission since 1988 on
behalf of the states and provinces and is current to 1993. In 19935, consumptive use in
the Great Lakes Basin was estimated to be 116 cms (4,096 cfs) as compared to a with-
drawal of about 2,493 cms (88,000 cfs) (Figure 2-B). The 1993 consumptive use in the
Great Lakes Basin can be summarized as follows:
C
By country: In total, consumptive use is 36 percent for Canada and 64 percent for
the United States, with per capita consumptive use being approximately equal for
the two countries.
0
By jurisdiction: The largest user is Ontario at 29 percent followed by Michigan at
22 percent; Wisconsin at 21 percent; Indiana at 7 percent; New York, Quebec, and
Ohio at 6 percent each; Minnesota at 2 percent; and Pennsylvania and Illinois at
less than 1 percent each (Figure 2-C)“.
0
By type of water use: The largest user is irrigation at 30 percent followed by pub-
lic water supply at 26 percent, industrial use at 25 percent, fossil fuel thermoelec—
tric and nuclear thermoelectric uses at 6 percent each, self-supplied domestic use
at 4 percent, and livestock watering at 3 percent (Figure 2—D).
 
4. Because water withdrawn for use in hydroelectric facilities is immediately returned to its
source, withdrawal ﬁgures used in this report do not include withdrawals for hydroelectric
purposes.
5. The data are current to 1987 for Michigan and to 1992 for Ontario.
6. The percentage shown for Illinois does not include Chicago.
M
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 Figure 2: Water use in the Great Lakes Basin.
A. Sources ofWater Withdrawals in the Great Lakes Basin
  
  









c. Consumptive Use of Water by Jusrisdiction

















































The percentage of withdrawn water that is consumed within
the Great Lakes system varies with the type of use to which
the water is put. When water is used for irrigation, about 80
percent is consumed. At the other extreme, when water is
used for thermoelectric power, less than 1 percent is con-
sumed. The percentage of water lost to the Basin when it is
used for public supply and for industrial purposes—the
other large water-using categories—is on the order of 10
percent for each (Figure 3).
Consumptive use data for groundwater are not available.
Groundwater withdrawals, however, amount to about 5 per—
cent of total withdrawals in the Basin. This ﬁgure, however,
greatly understates the importance of groundwater to the
Basin population. For example, in the US. portion of the
Basin, groundwater is the primary source of water for about
3.3 million of the 17 million people served by public supplies
in the region. It is also the source of water for many of the
4.9 million people who supply their own water. The effects
of groundwater withdrawal may therefore be of concern on
a local or subregional basis, particularly with respect to urban
sprawl, even if withdrawals do not have a major impact on
the overall water budget of the Basin.
Based on a very preliminary analysis, growth in withdrawals
and consumptive use in the Basin appears to have slowed. In
the' International Joint Commission's 1985 Great Lakes
Diversion: and Canning/alive Urey report, consumptive use in the
  
     











































         
Great Lakes Basin was estimated to be in a range of about 82
cms (2,900 cfs) to 159 cms (5,600 cfs) in 1980. Information
from the Regional Water Use Data Base suggests that con—
sumptive use in 1993 was still near the middle of that range,
which would be consistent with a more general leveling off
of water use in North America. This area will receive further







insights into trends in water use and their impact on poten—
tial future water demands. These insights were derived from
a simple extension of trends established over the previous
decade: There is a good deal of uncertainty involved in this
type of analysis. Factors such as climate change could
encourage the increased use of water for irrigation and other
purposes. On the other hand, changes in water demand
management as well as water conservation might help to
slow any increase in consumptive use within the Basin. Work
is continuing to deﬁne the magnitude and direction of the
7. The analyses in both Canada and the United States relied, to the extent
possible, on the methodology reported on in a recent US. Department of
Agriculture report. For Canada, the analysis was conducted to the year
2021 by Gaia Economic Research Associates. For the United States, the
analysis extended to the year 2040 and was conducted by the US.
Geological Survey. Compatible results for the two countries may be avail
able for the Commission's ﬁnal report.
uncertainty. Preliminary results suggest that the trend analy-
sis likely represents a best—case scenario and that there is a
greater probability of increasing use in the future than there
is of decreasing use. Results, presented below, extend to
2020—21. It is the View of the Commission that projections
beyond two decades should be considered highly speculative.
Thermoelectric Power Use. At thermoelectric power
plants, water is used principally for condenser and reactor
cooling. In the United States, thermoelectric withdrawals
have remained relatively constant since 1985 and are expect—
ed to remain near their current levels for the next few
decades. In Canada, modest increases are expected to con—
tinue along with population and economic growth.
Industrial and Commercial Use.
In the United States,














 metal production to more service~oriented sectors. A similar
trend is evident in Ontario, so combined use is expected to
gradually decline through 2020.
Domestic and Public Use. In the United States, water use
for domestic and public purposes in the Great Lakes Basin
generally increased from 1960 to 1995 and is expected to
climb gradually through 2020. On the other hand, because
of aggressive water-conservation efforts in Ontario, a mod—
est downward trend established in recent years is expected to
continue.
Agriculture. In the United States, water used for agriculture
in the Great Lakes region increased fairly steadily from 1960
to 1995. In Canada, the rate of increase was somewhat larg-
er, so that combined projections indicate a signiﬁcant
increase by 2020.
Total Water Use. If current trends continue, total water use
in the Canadian portion of the Basin is expected to increase
by close to 20 percent between 1996 and 2021. On the other
hand, a small decrease of about 2 percent is expected in the
US. portion of the Basin between 1995 and 2020, although
US. use is expected to begin rising again after that time. The
combined projections indicate a modest increase of about 5
percent for the entire Basin between 1995—96 and 2020—21. It
must be stressed that these results should be considered
indicative only.
Removals
Removals are waters that are conveyed outside their basin of
origin by any means. The following paragraphs discuss cur—
rent removals by diversion, other types of removals such as
removal by marine tanker, bottled water, or ballast water, and
the potential for future diversions and other removals. Past
diversion and removal proposals are summarized in
Appendix 5.
Current Diversions. Water diversions into and out of the
Great Lakes Basin are summarized in Figure 3 and by the
accompanying data in Table 1.
The Chicago Diversion from Lake Michigan into the
Mississippi River system is the only major diversion out of i
the Great Lakes Basin. The Longlac and Ogoki diversions
into Lake Superior from the Albany River system in northern
Ontario are the only major diversions into the Basin. The
Longlac and Ogoki diversions represent 6 percent of the
 
supply to Lake Superior. At present, more water is diverted
into the Great Lakes Basin through the Longlac and Ogoki
diversions than is diverted out of the Basin at Chicago and
If the
Longlac and Ogoki diversions were not in place, water levels
would be 6.0 cm (2.4 in.) lower in Lake Superior, 11 cm (4.3
in.) lower in Lakes Michigan—Huron, 6.0 cm (2.4 in.) lower in
Lake Erie, and 7.0 cm (2.8 in.) lower in Lake Ontario. In
addition to these diversions in and out of the Great Lakes
Basin, the Welland and Erie Canals divert water between sub—
basins of the Great Lakes and are considered intrabasin
by several small diversions in the United States.
diversions.
Aside from these major diversions, there are also a few small
diversions. In the 19‘h century, a diversion was built at
Forrestport, New York, to divert waters of the Black River in
the Great Lakes Basin into the Erie Canal and the Hudson
River watershed. During the same century, the Portage Canal
was constructed in Wisconsin, diverting Wisconsin River
waters (Mississippi Basin) into the Great Lakes Basin and
providing a transportation link between the basins. Both the
Erie and Portage Canals are used today for recreational pur—
poses. In recent years, London, Ontario, and Detroit have
taken water from Lake Huron for municipal purposes.
London and Detroit have discharged their effluent to Lake
St. Clair and the Detroit River, respectively. The Raisin River
Conservation Authority has, with the approval of the
International Joint Commission, taken water from the inter~
national section of the St. Lawrence River to maintain sum—
mer ﬂows in the Raisin River. The communities of Pleasant
Prairie, Wisconsin, and Akron, Ohio, which lie outside the
Great Lakes Basin, have obtained permission, under US. law
(the Water Resources Development Act of 1986), to take
water from the Great Lakes on the condition that they return
an equivalent volume of water over time to the Basin. Lastly,
in 1997, a small diversion was built in Haldimand, Ontario.
Other Removals. Public concern has been focused on the
potential movement of freshwater in bulk beyond the Great
Lakes Basin by ocean tankers. To date, no contracts are in
place, and no regular trade has begun to ship water in bulk
from the Great Lakes Basin or from North America as a
whole. For almost two decades, however, entrepreneurs have
actively pursued foreign markets and have sought approval to
export from jurisdictions on both the west and east coasts.
Alaska, Newfoundland, and Quebec currently are entertain—
ing proposals to export freshwater in bulk by ocean tankers.
Thus far, companies in these jurisdictions have captured only





















      
  
Table 1: Existing diversions in the Great Lakes Basin - Data.
1. Interbasin
Long Lake (into Lake Superior)
Ogoki (into Lake Superior)
Chicago (out ofLake Michigan)
Forrestport (out ofLake Ontario)
Portage Canal (hto Lake Michigan)
Pleasant Prairie (out of Lake Michigan)
Akron (out ofand into Lake Erie)
2. Intrabasin
Welland Canal







































The Commission has conducted a preliminary analysis of
bottled water statistics. The results of the analysis show that
Canada is a net exporter of bottled water, and the United
States is a net importer of bottled water. The available data
strongly suggest that bottled water is a net contributor of
water to the Great Lakes Basin. In 1998, 656 million liters
(173 million gallons") were imported by the two countries
combined, and 301 million liters (79 million gallons) were
exported.
Trade in other types of beverages is believed to be of a sirn—
ilar order of magnitude. For example, 272 million liters (72
million gallons) of bottled water were exported in 1998 from
all of Canada to the United States. That represented 33 per—
cent of all beverage exports from Canada to the United
States, compared with 44 percent for beer and 19 percent for
soft drinks. Considering the extremely small magnitude of
trade in bottled water and other beverages, it would appear
both impractical and unnecessary to treat them any differ-
ently than any other products that either include water or use
water in their production processes.
In july 1999, there was a ﬂurry of media interest in the bot—
tled water situation in Ontario. According to media reports,
the Ontario government had issued permits authorizing the
withdrawal of 18 billion liters (4.8 billion gallons) of water
per year for bottling purposes, almost all from groundwater
sources. Only about 4 percent of this volume is currently
being withdrawn, amounting to a flow of 0.02 cms (0.7 cfs).
It appears that most of this water remains within the Great
Lakes Basin. While the Commission is sensitive to the


















with respect to Great Lakes waters.
Ballast water, which is used to stabilize vessels when they are
not carrying commercial cargo, has always been considered a



















is sold abroad. It should be noted that, in part, because water
quality is not an issue for the purpose of establishing ballast,
discharging ballast water can lead to the introduction of
exotic species, which are now prevalent throughout the Great
Lakes Basin. Over a recent nine—year period, the net loss of
water from the Great Lakes Basin as a result of ships taking
on ballast water in the lakes was equivalent to a flow of 0.02
cms (0.7 cfs).
8. In this report, all ﬁgures given in gallons are given in US. gallons.
Appendix 5 provides a summary of past diversion and
removal proposals.
Potential for Future Diversions and Removals. The
Commission believes that the era of major diversions and
water transfers in the United States and Canada has ended.
Barring signiﬁcant climatological shifts, an overcoming of
engineering problems and of numerous economic and social
issues, and an abandonment of national environmental
ethics, the call for such diversions and transfers will not
return. At present, there do not appear to be any active pro—
posals for major diversion projects either into or out of the
Basin, and there is little reason to believe that such projects
will become economically, environmentally, and socially fea—
sible in the foreseeable future.
Mega-diversions would present many engineering challenges.
While most of these could be overcome, the costs of such
projects, whether by pipeline or channel, remain enormous.
Not only must capital be invested in the construction of the
project, but also operating and maintenance funds must be
found to support the effort. Every study of such projects
has highlighted the high energy costs associated with the
pumping of water over topographic barriers. Mega—diver—
sions also require rights—of—way for their passage and securi—
ty for the products being transported, which would be most
difﬁcult to obtain. The environmental costs of such projects
in terms of disruption of habitat and species movement are
enormous. A project similar to the current California
Aqueduct would represent 75 percent of the current con—
sumptive use in the Great Lakes Basin and would, prima
facie, have a major environmental impact on aquatic and ter—
restrial resources.
Even if such mega—diversions were technically feasible, it
would be impossible for the Great Lakes jurisdictions to
guarantee an uninterruptible supply. Some interests in the
Great Lakes Basin, such as riparian homeowners, might wel—
come a means of removing water from the Basin during
periods of extremely high levels. Most interests, including
in—stream interests, commercial navigation, and recreational
boating, would be adamantly opposed to such removals in
periods of low levels. Diversions during droughts would,
however, be difﬁcult to interrupt because of the dependency
that diversions create among recipients. The Commission
recognizes that once a diversion to a water-poor area is per—







 In the short run, pressures for small removals via diversion
or pipeline are most likely to come from growing communi—
ties in the United States just outside the Great Lakes Basin
divide. In Ontario, because of geography, there are current
ly no such pressures, nor are there likely to be in the future.
At a lesser level, water may be transferred in bulk by trucks
or marine tankers, The geography of the region is such that
the commercial viability of long—distance trade in bulk water
from the Great Lakes appears uneconomical. Moreover,
other countries with abundant water supplies are located
much closer to prospective foreign markets than are the
Great Lakes. Even the California—Mexico border region
could be served more effectively from the Pacific Northwest
and Alaska than from diversions or ocean tankers drawing
water from the Great Lakes.
Towing large fabric bags filled with water is a variation on
freshwater export by ocean tanker. This technique has been
used since late 1997 to provide water from the mainland to
some of the Greek islands and to the Turkish part of
Cyprus. Apparently, these short—haul arrangements in the
Mediterranean have reduced the cost of delivery to under $1
US. per cubic meter, but the confines of the Great Lakes—St.
Lawrence system and longer ocean distances may rule out
use of this technology in the Great Lakes Basin.
Throughout the world, major efforts are underway to find
economically feasible alternatives to interbasin transfers of
water. Treated domestic and industrial waste waters are
being used for many purposes, including lawn watering and
agricultural irrigation. As demand for urban water supplies
increases, communities are seeking to manage their demands
rather than increase their supplies. In some areas, imple—
mentation of conservation techniques has reduced demand
by as much as 50 percent.
In other areas, water rights mar~
kets have shifted available water from agricultural to urban
uses. Techniques to desalinate ocean waters are becoming
increasingly more economical. By late 2002, Tampa, Florida,
will begin blending desalinated water with freshwater at costs





Human intervention has affected the Great Lakes ecosystem at the local level as well as
at the systemwide level, and the effects (impacts) are both short-term and long—term.
The Commission has identiﬁed the basic physical (abiotic or nonliving) impacts of
human use and activity on the current level of waters in the Basin and is working to
identify the ensuing impacts of these and possible future changes on the living compo—
nents of the ecosystem. The bulk of this latter analysis will be carried out during the
next several months.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Table 2: Impacts of diversions, consumptive use and outlet channels modiﬁcations.
On Lake Levels '11 Cenﬁmeters











































On Flows in Connecting Channels '17 Cubic Meters per Second














Looking ahead to the 21st century, there is a great deal of
uncertainty regarding factors such as future consumptive use,
small-scale removals of water, and global climate warming.
Despite this uncertainty, present indications are that all three
factors are likely to place downward pressures on water l€V~
els with reinforcing impacts. Although there are insufficient
data and inadequate scientific understanding to place precise
















caution in dealing with
those
water use
factors that are within the control of Basin man—
agers.
 Climate Change
Today, after 20 years of active debate since the 1979 World Climate Conference, there
is still considerable disagreement over how fast human—induced climate change will take
place, how extreme it will be, how dangerous such changes will be for ecosystems,
including socioeconomic systems, and just how aggressively the global community
should seek to mitigate the issue. There is nevertheless a reasonably strong consensus
that the science is sound and that "the balance of evidence suggests that there is dis-
cernible human inﬂuence on the climate system"."
In recent decades, scientists have become increasingly concerned about changes taking
place in the atmosphere, particularly the increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases.
As the 20th century draws to a close, there is growing evidence that the changing com—
position of the atmosphere is beginning to inﬂuence speciﬁc components of the hydro—
logic cycle, even though it is not yet possible to differentiate such effects from the nat-































































































































































































































































































































































































































 this will be the case, it is impossible, at this time, to conclu—
sively differentiate shorter—term natural variability from any
longeriterm trend. Great Lakes levels and lake level interests
are highly sensitive to climatic variability, as illustrated by the
impact of high water levels in the early 1950s and the mid
1980s and of low water levels in the 19305 and the mid—
1960s. Signiﬁcant variability will continue whether or not
humaniinduced climatic change is superimposed on these
natural fluctuations. From a policy perspective, this unceri
tainty does not alter the risk posed by climate change.
Climate change suggests that at least some lowering of water
levels is likely to occur. The Commission's study team exam—
ined this subject and found that should this lowering occur,
the factors noted below may be indicative of some of the
impacts that could be signiﬁcant for the economy, the social
fabric, and the ecosystem of the Great Lakes region. It
should be noted that adaptation measures would moderate
some of these impacts.
0 There would be losses in hydroelectric power genera—
tion. Even though not nearly as severe as those pro—
jected in climate change scenarios, record low levels
and flows in the 1960s caused hydropower losses of
between 19 percent and 26 percent on the Niagara and
St. Lawrence Rivers. A small proportion of these loss—
es would be offset by lower heating costs, which in turn
would be offset somewhat by increases in air condi‘
tioning costs.
0 Great Lakes shipping costs could increase significantly
because of reduced drafts in shipping channels and
increased dredging costs. At least some of these costs
might be offset by a longer shipping season.
0 Flood damage in shoreline areas would decrease as
long as new development was not permitted to
encroach on the newly exposed land.
0 There would be significant detrimental effects on recre—
ational boating and sport fishing.
0 Shoreline—based infrastructure would experience prob—
lems similar to those in the 1960s, including less attrac—
tive scenic views, inaccessible docking facilities, and the
need to modify water intakes and waste disposal outlets.
O \Varmer climate could result in a reduced frequency of
water column turnovers, a particular concern for water
quality. Under these conditions, nutrient and dissolved
oxygen distributions could be adversely affected, which
would in turn have an impact on fish species and their
habitat.
O A reduction in the water levels of Montreal Harbour
would have a major effect on all overseas commercial
navigation. The adaptation measures could include sig—
nificant channel dredging.
0 Finally, there could be reductions in freshwater dis
charges into the St. Lawrence estuary, gulf, and beyond,
affecting fish populations and other components of the
St. Lawrence and Atlantic ecosystems.
Assuming that climate change occurs as projected, with
impacts similar to those described above on the Basin
ecosystem, it should not be assumed that these changes
would take place gradually over the decades. Human—
induced climate change will be superimposed on normal Cli—
mate variability and events like El Nino. The Commission
believes therefore that considerable caution should be exer—
cised with respect to any other factors potentially placing
downward pressures on water levels and outflows.
 Groundwater
Groundwater is a source of water for many segments of the Great Lakes community.
Some members of the biotic community, e.g., cave—dwelling ﬁsh and cave-dwelling




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 There is no comprehensive deﬁnition of the role of
groundwater in supporting ecological systems.
There is a lack of information on consumptive use.
There are no simplified methods for identifying large
groundwater withdrawals near boundaries of hydrolog—
ic basins.
Estimates are needed of the effects of land—use
changes and population growth on groundwater avail—
ability and quality.
There is a lack of information on direct groundwater
discharge to surface water streams and to the Great
Lakes.
There is no systematic estimation of natural recharge
areas.
Although much is unknown about groundwater, the uncer—
tainties do not hamper policy formulation with respect to
lake levels. Whether consumption is from the lakes, the trib—
utaries, or groundwater, the impact on average lake levels is
virtually identical.
Groundwater basins (aquifers) may have boundaries that are
considerably different from the boundary of the surface
water basin under which these groundwaters lie. In fact,
there may be several groundwater basins layered at different
depths, and each of these groundwater basins may have a
boundary that does not coincide 'with the boundary of the
surface water basin under which it is found. Accurate map—
ping of groundwater basins has the potential to bring about
changes in how we manage the withdrawal of groundwater



















The ﬁrst stepin sound management of resources and the exercise of the precautionary
principle is conservation. Some consumption, of course, is essential to the functioning
of the human element of ecosystems. Currently, consumptive use in the Great Lakes
Basin is relatively small and is likely to experience only modest increases into the fore—
seeable future. However, global warming will likely increase and change patterns of
consumptive use; in particular, average higher temperatures in the Basin could result in
increased agricultural activity and water consumption in the longer term. Because of a
possible downward trend in net Basin supply in the let century, water conservation and
demand—management practices should become increasingly important components of





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Water management in the Great Lakes Basin is governed by a network of legal regimes,
including international instruments and customs, federal laws and regulations in both
Canada and the United States, the laws of the eight Great Lakes states and Ontario and
Quebec, and the rights of Aboriginal peoples and Indian tribes under Canadian and US.
laws. This section is not intended to be a full discussion of all legal issues; rather it is
intended to be a preliminary identiﬁcation of aspects of the legal regime that bear most
directly on the issues raised in this report.
The International Legal Context
Boundary Waters Treaty. The Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 is the primary inter—
national legal instrument governing the use of the waters of the Great Lakes Basin.
The treaty established certain basic legal principles to deal with boundary and trans—
boundary waters and created the International Joint Commission to help implement
portions of the treaty.
For over 90 years, the treaty has been effective in assisting
Canada and the United States to avoid and resolve disputes over freshwater.
Under the treaty, boundary waters (i.e., the waters along which the boundary passes) are
treated differently from transboundary rivers or tributaries. Thus, the treaty does not
deal with all waters of the Great Lakes Basin in the same way. With some exceptions,
Article III provides that the use, diversion, or obstruction of boundary waters must be
approved by the Commission if water levels or ﬂows on the other side of the bound-
ary are to be affected. With respect to tributaries of boundary waters and transbound—
ary rivers, however, Article II states that each nation reserves "the exclusive jurisdiction
and control over [their] use and diversion."
The treaty does not explicitly refer to
groundwater.
The treaty also provides that the governments of the United States and Canada may
refer issues to the International Joint Commission to investigate and make recommen-
dations on, in order to help the countries resolve and avoid disputes along the border.
This provision of the treaty has been used many times over the years to address water
quality and water quantity issues in the Great Lakes and elsewhere.
Great Lakes Charter.
The 1985 Great Lakes Charter is an arrangement among the
Great Lakes states and the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Although the Charter is
 
  
not binding, it focuses the Great Lakes states and provinces
on a number of resource issues and fosters cooperation
among them. The Charter provides that the planning and
management of the water resources of the Great Lakes
Basin should be founded upon the integrity of the natural
resources and ecosystem of the Great Lakes Basin.
Moreover, the Charter stipulates that the water resources of
the Basin should be treated as a single hydrologic system that
transcends political boundaries in the Basin. New or
increased major diversions and consumptive use of the water
resources of the Great Lakes are said to be matters of seri—
ous concern, and the Charter states that "[it] is the intent of
the signatory states and provinces that diversions of Basin
water resources will not be allowed if individually or cumu—
latively they would have any signiﬁcant adverse impacts on
lake levels, in—basin uses and the Great Lakes Ecosystem."
The Charter provides that no state or province will approve
or permit any major new or increased diversion or consump—
tive use of the water resources of the Great Lakes Basin
without notifying and consulting with and seeking the con—
sent and concurrence of all affected Great Lakes states and
provinces. The trigger point for notiﬁcation and for seeking
the consent and concurrence of other Great Lakes states and
provinces is an average use of 5 million gallons (19 million
liters) per day in any 30—day period.
The Great Lakes Charter also records a commitment by the
signatory states and provinces to pursue the development
and maintenance of a common base of data and information
regarding the use and management of Basin water resources,
the establishment of systematic arrangements for the
exchange of water data and information, the creation of a


















Program, and additional coordinated research efforts to pro—
vide improved information for future water planning and
management decisions. Although not fully implemented,
these commitments point toward the kind of cooperation
and coordination that is required in the future.
International Trade Law. One issue raised by govern—




























































Trade (GATT) as well as the Canada—United States Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) and the Canada—United
States—Mexico North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) and relevant case law. The Commission and its
study team also consulted experts in the ﬁeld.
The Commission's initial analysis indicates that it would
appear unlikely that water in its natural state (e.g., in a lake,
river, or aquifer) is included within the scope of any of these
trade agreements since it is not a product or good, and
indeed the NAFTA parties have issued a statement to this
effect. When water is "captured" and enters into commerce,
it may, however, attract obligations under GATT, the FTA,
and NAFTA.
The key GATT provision with possible signiﬁcance for water
exports is the prohibition of quantitative restrictions in
Article XI. The GATT, however, creates a number of excep—
tions. Of these, the most relevant to trade in water would
appear to be those related to measures "necessary to protect
human, animal, or plant life or health" or "relating to the
conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such meas—
ures are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on
domestic production or consumption." With respect to the
former, there has been some debate as to whether this pro—
vision should be read broadly, so as to in effect create an
"environmental" exception to the GATT, or narrowly, so as
to embrace essentially traditional concerns related to sanitary
and phytosanitary measures. With respect to the latter, there
may be a question as to whether water is an exhaustible nat—
ural resource, although this raises less of a problem in the
case of a discrete ecosystem such as the Great Lakes Basin
where only a small part of the resource is replenished annu—
ally. Both exceptions are qualiﬁed by a requirement that they
"[not] be applied in a manner which would constitute a
means of arbitrary or unjustiﬁable discrimination between
countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised
restriction on international trade."
While dispute—settlement panels considering these GATT
exceptions have afﬁrmed, in principle, that trade interests
may have to give way to legitimate environmental concerns,
it is also true that the same panels have questioned very
closely whether measures nominally taken for environmental
reasons have underlying protectionist elements. Clearly,
then, the achievement of a coherent and consistent approach
to water conservation and management in the Great Lakes
Basin—an approach clearly grounded in environmental poli—
cy—would be an important step in addressing any trade—









The NAFTA trade obligations with respect to goods, while
rooted in the GATT, appear to constrain the availability of
certain GATT exceptions—including the conservation
exception—in some important ways, in effect making it more
difficult to "turn offthe tap" once trade in water has been
established. These constraints do not, however, apply to the
health exception, and the NAFTA wording of that exception
specifically provides that it is understood by the parties to
include environmental measures. NAFTA also makes provi-
sion for certain trade obligations in environmental/conser—
vation agreements to prevail in the event of a conﬂict.
Finally, it should be recalled that following the signing of
NAFTA, the three parties issued a joint declaration that
NAFTA creates no rights to the natural water resources of
any party; that unless water, in any form, has entered into
commerce and become a good or product, it is not covered
by the provisions of any trade agreement, including NAFTA;
and that international rights and obligations respecting water
in its natural state are contained in separate treaties, such as
the Boundary Waters Treaty, negotiated for that purpose.
The Commission, at this time, is not aware of provisions of
international trade law that would prevent Canada and the
United States from taking measures to protect their water
resources and preserve the integrity of the Great Lakes Basin
ecosystem, so long as there is no discrimination by decision
makers against individuals from other countries in the appli—
cation of those measures. The Commission is continuing to
examine these issues and will address them further in its final
report.
The Domestic Legal Context
In Canada. The constitutional underpinnings of Canadian
water law are found in the Constitution Act. Because water
is not treated as a separate head of power in that act, the
respective federal and provincial roles in water management
can be found under a number of constitutional headings that
may be either legislative or proprietary in nature.
Federal legislative jurisdiction over water is rooted in several
heads of power. The most obvious are the specific federal
responsibilities for navigation and shipping and for sea coast
and inland fisheries. Other headings, such as trade and com—
merce, Indians and lands reserved for Indians, agriculture (a
power exercised concurrently with the provinces), criminal
law (especially with respect to pollution), and undertakings
(including canals) connecting or extending beyond the limits
of a province, are also relevant. Two other more general
grants of legislative authority are also relevant. The first is
the power of the federal government to implement treaties
concluded by the British Empire on Canada's behalf. This
power supports the International Boundary Waters Treaty
Act, but it has not been extended to treaties concluded by
Canada in its own right. The second general grant of leg—
islative authority is the power to make laws for the "peace,
order and good government" of Canada. While this power
has had a checkered history, it has been used to justify feder-
al authority over marine dumping within provincial waters,
and it could take on significance vwith respect to issues such
as climate change that are determined to have a primarily
national or international character.
Apart from its legislative powers, the federal government also
exercises certain proprietary rights that may involve a water
management role. These include ownership of specified
public works such as canals (and connected lands and water
power), public harbors, lighthouses and piers, river and lake
improvements, lands set apart for general public purposes,
and national parks.
While the federal government exercises jurisdiction over
water management primarily through its legislative authority
under the Constitution Act, provinces also derive important
authority from their proprietary rights. The Constitution Act
provides, with limited exceptions, for provincial ownership
of all public lands (including water). The legislative powers
of the provinces largely buttress their proprietary powers
and include authority with respect to management and sale
of public lands, local works and undertakings, property and
civil rights in the province, and generally all matters of a local
or private nature.
There is no plenary federal legislation with respect to water.
Historically, the primary interest of the federal government
in water management has been focused on its constitutional
responsibilities for fisheries (through the Fisheries Act), nav—
igation (through the Navigable Waters Protection Act), and
international relations, although it has in recent years taken a
role in water quality, particularly with respect to toxic sub—
stances.
The most ambitious attempt by the federal government to
legislate in a comprehensive fashion with respect to water
was the Canada Water Act of 1970. The act emphasizes fed—
eral—provincial cooperation and includes provisions for uni-
lateral federal action on transboundary issues. In practice,
 
 however, the federal role envisaged in the act has not been
fully realized. The International Rivers Improvements Act
also has potential application to some water withdrawals with
transboundary aspects. The act requires a licence for inter—
national river improvements. The definition of an interna—
tional river is very broad and would include, forexample, a
transboundary water pipeline.
The International Rivers Improvement Act is, however, sub—
ject to two important exceptions: It does not apply to
improvements situated within boundary waters as defined by
the Boundary Waters Treaty, nor does it apply to irnprove—
ments constructed, operated or maintained solely for
domestic, sanitary or irrigation purposes, or other similar
consumptive uses." In sum, as with other federal legislation,
it is not designed to provide a general mechanism for dealing
with water removals, and it would not even apply to schemes
that do not involve a physical "work" of some kind.
The Ontario Water Resources Act (OWRA) prohibits the
withdrawal of more than 50,000 liters (13,209 gal.) of water
a day from a well or from surface waters without a permit.
Ontario's recently issued Water Taking and Transfer regula—
tion, among other things, prohibits the transfer of water out
of the Great Lakes Basin, subject to certain exceptions.
In Quebec, the Civil Code contains provisions concerning
the use of water, including the rights of riparian owners.
Moreover, Quebec's Environmental Quality Act, which is
concerned primarily with contamination and withdrawals
that have a significant effect on the environment, imposes
constraints on the use of water.
In the United States. Congress has plenary power under
the commerce clause of the US. Constitution to regulate
interstate commerce. This federal authority includes the
power to authorize and control the diversion of water from
one navigable waterway to another or from one watershed to
another, and it also includes the power to authorize the use
of water for navigational purposes. The exercise of this
Congressional power is as broad as the needs of commerce.
It extends to the use of water of a navigable stream for the
production of hydroelectric power and to the protection of
navigable waters from obstruction by out—of-basin diversions
and from pollution. In the absence of Congressional
approval, states are not permitted to take actions that inter-
fere with interstate commerce.
The Great Lakes Basin Compact, which wasagreed to by the
eight Great Lakes states and approved bythe US. Congress
in 1968 and which created the Great Lakes Commission,
provides, among other things, for joint or cooperative action
to promote the orderly, integrated, and comprehensive devel—
opment, use, and conservation of the water resources of the
Great Lakes Basin and to plan for the welfare and develop-
ment of these water resources.
The Water Resources Development Act of 1986 WA) is
a federal law that prohibits any further diversion of water
from any US. portion of the Great Lakes or their tributaries
for use outside the Basin unless such diversion is approved
by all Great Lakes governors. It also prohibits federal stud-
ies of diversions without the concurrence of the governors.
The impetus for the Charter and for WRDA was the concern
in the US. portion of the Great Lakes Basin, in the early
19805, that there would be major demands for Great Lakes
Basin water from the agricultural and energy sectors of the
United States west and south.
Historically, surface water law in each of the Great Lakes
states has been based on the doctrine of riparian rights.
Under this doctrine, the right to make reasonable use of
water in rivers and lakes was incidental to the ownership of
land that abutted the water. Leaving aside the relevant pro—
visions of the Boundary Waters Treaty, this right could be
exercised even if it caused some diminution in the quantity
or quality of the water remaining in the river or lake. The
riparian right was usually limited to the use of the water on
the riparian land and within the watershed of origin.
Traditionally, the use of groundwater was not similarly
restricted. Each of the Great Lakes states has made legisla—
tive changes to the legal regime over many years.
With the signing of the Great Lakes Charter, each of the
Great Lakes states found it necessary to institute a legal
regime for protecting the Great Lakes ecosystem. Different
states have adopted different statutes. Most state laws deal
with water withdrawals in general or with withdrawals in the
context of Basin waters. Typically, the level of withdrawal
that triggers state— permitting requirements is well below that
which triggers review under the Great Lakes Charter. While
some'Basin states (Minnesota, New York, and Wisconsin)
include a statutory provision that specifically requires con—
sultations with the other Great Lakes states and provinces in
the event of diversions from the Basin that fall within the
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 Charter’s trigger provision of 5 million gallons (19 million
liters) per day, others have not provided for this explicitly.
Since the signing of the Great Lakes Charter, and the adop—
tion of the Water Resources Development Act, several pro—
posals for diversions of Great Lakes water have been con—
sidered by the Great Lakes governors and premiers. These
proposals include diversions at Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin,
and Akron, Ohio, which were approved, and Lowell, Indiana,
which was denied. A proposal to divert water from the
Crandon Mine to the Wisconsin River was retracted without
formal consideration by the Great Lakes governors. A pro—
posal to withdraw water from Lake Huron for the Mud
Creek irrigation district in Michigan, an increased consumpv
tive use, went forward even though there were objections by
some Great Lakes jurisdictions.
The implementing resolutions for the Great Lakes Charter
that were approved by the Great Lakes governors and pre~
miers in 1987 outlined a review process for diversion pro—
posals. A process has evolved for reviewing and approving
diversions pursuant to the Charter and the WRDA. A cus—
tom and usage has developed of requiring extensive infor—
mation before a diversion proposal can be approved. The
states have also developed the practice of employing the
Charter procedures regarding consultation for diversion pros
posals covered by WRDA that do not meet the Charter trig—
ger point, so that the provinces are consulted although they
have no rights under WRDA,
The Commission notes that while WRDA offers the strength
of mandatory review of all proposed diversions, concern has
been expressed by observers that WRDA applies only to
diversions in the United States, does not address consump—
tive use, contains no criteria for the governors to use in con—
sidering proposals, contains no appeal procedure, and may
not cover groundwater.
Aboriginal Peoples and Indian Tribes
In Canada, Aboriginal and treaty rights are recognized and
affirmed by the Constitution Act, 1982, although the specif—
ic nature and the extent of these rights have not yet been
determined. Aboriginal peoples' interests in land are under—
stood to be communal in nature, involving rights of occupa—
tion as well as the use and benefit of resources. The extent
to which Aboriginal peoples' interests extend to water and
waterways may vary significantly with the circumstances,
including whether the particular interest has the status of a
treaty right. It is not clearly settled whether Aboriginal peo»
ples' interests in water are riparian in nature. More generally,
however, the federal government may have an obligation to
consult with Aboriginal peoples, which is underpinned by its
fiduciary duty toward them.
In the United States, the right of Indian tribes to the use of
the waters of the Great Lakes Basin has continued without
signiﬁcant challenge since the reservations were established
(late 1700s to the mid~18005). Although litigation has
occurred regarding the existence and extent of tribal ﬁshing
rights in the Great Lakes, there does not appear to have been
any dispute over tribal use of water from the Great Lakes or
its tributaries flowing through or adjacent to the reservations.
The Commission will continue to examine this subject.
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The Commission was charged to provide interim recommendations to governments
concerning the protection of the waters of the Great Lakes. In the course of develop—
ing these recommendations, conducting its studies, and consulting with the public, the
Commission was able to draw several conclusions and to note matters it believes should
be brought to the attention of governments at this time. The Commission was also able
to identify and build upon principles that would effectively lead to both the protection
and the enhancement of the Great Lakes ecosystem.
The Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem
1. Water is a critical resource that is essential for all forms of life and for a broad
range of economic and social activities. The Great Lakes, sometimes referred to as
North America's inland sea, are one of the largest freshwater ecosystems in the world
and support 33 million people and a diversity of plant and animal populations.
Moreover, the lakes are a central feature of the natural and cultural heritage of the
region, of Canada and the United States, and of the global community at large.
2. The Great Lakes aquatic ecosystem is made up not only of the lakes them-
selves, but also of the complex network of tributaries and groundwater on which the
lakes depend. Changes to the lakes, the tributaries, or the groundwater can alter the bal—
ance of the ecosystem of the region in signiﬁcant and sometimes unpredictable ways.
Measures aimed at protecting and conserving the waters of the Great Lakes must cover
the surface water of the lakes, connecting channels, tributaries, and groundwater if they
are to be effective.
3. Removals of water from the Great Lakes Basin reduce the resilience of the sys—




















identify with any conﬁdence all the adverse consequences of water removals so that
these consequences could be mitigated. The precautionary approach dictates that























4. Although the outﬂows from Lake Ontario and Lake Superior are regulated, the
levels of the lakes ultimately depend on climatic conditions that cannot be controlled or
 even reliably predicted. It can, however, be expected that the
Great Lakes system will continue to experience periods of
high and low precipitation and therefore high and low levels
and variable ﬂows, which will be beneficial to some interests,
and disruptive to others. As illustrated during 1998—99,
water levels can change quickly over short periods in
response to climate conditions, the level of Lakes
Michigan—Huron dropped 57 cm (22 in.) in 12 months.
5. If all interests in the Basin are considered, there is
never a "surplus" of water in the Great Lakes system. Every
drop of water has several potential uses, and trade—offs must
be made when, through human intervention, waters are
removed from the system. Environmental interests, for
example, require ﬂuctuations between high and low levels to
preserve diversity. Seemingly "wasted," the infrequent very
high waters do, in fact, serve a purpose by inundating less fre—
quently wetted areas and renewing habitat for their biotic
occupants. Major outﬂows from the Great Lakes provide
needed freshwater input to ﬁsheries as far away as the Gulf
of Maine.
6. Water quantity and water quality are inextricably
linked. For most uses, quantity alone does not satisfy the
demand. Although signiﬁcant strides have been made
toward restoring and preserving the quality of water in the
Great Lakes Basin, in many areas, poor water quality contin—
ues to impair the potential uses of the waters of the Great
Lakes.
7. Mounting evidence of the potential for climate
change adds to the uncertainty of future supplies to the
Great Lakes and how the levels and ﬂows of the lakes will be
affected. Most models suggest that global warming would
lower Great Lakes levels and outﬂows. There is information
to suggest that there could be more frequent and severe
unexpected local weather events. Climate change also has
the potential to increase the demand for water, both inside
and outside the Great Lakes Basin.
8. There is uncertainty not only with respect to water
supplies to the Great Lakes Basin, but also with respect to
future demand for water within the Basin, The use of water
for irrigation is increasing in the Basin. Currently, however,
there is a trend to slower growth in water withdrawals in the
Great Lakes region. This trend is the result of conservation
and environmental measures, shifts in resources from the
industrial sector to the service sector, and a decline in popu-
lation growth, mainly in the portion of the Basin that lies
within the United States. Whether this trend will continue
cannot be predicted. Existing water use data, much of which
is out of date, do not provide a reliable basis from which to
predict future demand, and withdrawals could start to rise
again with economic growth or climate change.
9. Over the longer term, a number of factors may
affect the demand for water diversions and other bulk
Global population growth or climate changes
could result in requests for shipments of Great Lakes water
removals.
to meet short—term humanitarian needs. Geography and dis—
tance may reduce such demands as there are more logical and
more economical water sources closer to most areas of
potential drought. The United Nations advocates that the
solution to future water crises rests with nations learning to
use water more efficiently, not in shipping freshwater around
the world.
10. Although there is uncertainty and a lack of adequate
information about withdrawals of groundwater, it is estimat—
ed that about 5 percent of all withdrawals in the Basin are
from groundwater. Consumption of groundwater does not
currently appear to be a major factor with respect to Great
Lakes levels. It is, nevertheless, a matter of considerable con-
cern and importance to the significant portion of the Basin's
population who rely on groundwater.
11. There do not appear to be any active proposals for
major diversion projects either into or out of the Basin at the
present time. There is little reason to believe that such proj—
ects will become economically, environmentally, and socially
feasible in the foreseeable future. There are no active pro—
posals for any smaller diversions into or out of the Great
Lakes Basin at this time.
12. Apart from the many engineering, economic, envi—
ronmental, and social obstacles to construction of large-scale
diversions, and given the variations in water levels and ﬂows
in the Great Lakes, it would be impossible for the Great
Lakes jurisdictions to guarantee an uninterruptible supply to
any mega—removal. Some interests in the Great Lakes Basin,
such as riparian homeowners, might welcome a means of
removing water from the Basin during periods of extremely
high levels. Most interests, including in—strearn interests,
commercial navigation, and recreational boating, would be
adamantly opposed to such removals in periods of low lev—
els.
13. Diversions during droughts would be difficult to
interrupt because of the dependency that diversions create
among recipients. The Commission recognizes that once a
 diversion to a water—poor area is permitted, it would be very
difficult to shut it off at some time in the future.
14. There are not, at present, signiﬁcant removals of
water from the Great Lakes Basin by truck. There is no trade
in water from the Great Lakes by marine tanker, although the
Nova Group in 1998 did seek a permit to ship 600 million
liters (159 million gallons) of water from Lake Superior to
Asia annually. Moreover, despite the increase that has
occurred in the market for bottled water, the volume of
water leaving the Great Lakes Basin in bottles is not signifi—
cant, nor is the amount of ballast water leaving the Basin
Great Lakes Basin Laws and Policies
15. The Great Lakes Basin extends across the boundary
between Canada and the United States and the borders of
eight states and of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec.
None of these governments alone can regulate water in the
entire Basin. The Great Lakes are an integrated hydrologic
system. When water is removed from the Basin on one side
of the international boundary by either consumptive use or
removals, the amount of water that is available on both sides
is reduced. Measures to protect and conserve the waters of
the Great Lakes ecosystem must therefore be directed at the
Basin as a whole in order to be effective. This requires coop—
eration and coordination among the governments with
responsibilities in the Basin.
16. At the international level, the waters of the Great
Lakes are subject to the requirements of the Boundary
Waters Treaty, which has established a binational regime that
has been in place since 1909. The treaty requires, among
other things, a special agreement between the governments
of Canada and the United States or approval of the
Internationaljoint Commission for uses of boundary waters
that affect levels or flows on the other side of the border. It
also provides that each country reserves exclusive jurisdiction
and control over tributaries of boundary waters.
17. The Boundary Waters Treaty, after 90 years, contin-
ues to provide effective protection for both countries from
abuses to the waters of the Great Lakes Basin ecosystem. It
represents a proven regime for avoiding and resolving dis—
putes that arise between Canada and the United States over
boundary waters and transboundary rivers.
18. The Great Lakes Charter is an effective arrangement
among the Great Lakes states and the provinces of Ontario
and Quebec. Although it is not legally binding, the Charter
fosters cooperation among the states and provinces on water
resource issues and requires that the states and provinces
notify each other of major new or increased diversions or
consumptive use.
19. The Charter's trigger amount for consideration of
significant proposed new diversions and consumptive use is
too high. The Charter does not require the consent of all
Great Lakes states and provinces before allowing a new
diversion or consumptive use to proceed, it does not estab—
lish criteria for when such consent should be given or with-
held, and it does not provide for public involvement during
the consultation process.
20. There are now laws in both countries that, in differ—
ent ways, limit removals of water from the Great Lakes
Basin. These laws, however, apply only in the jurisdictions
that enacted them; they can be changed by those jurisdictions
at any time and do not constitute a biiianonal regime.
21. While the Commission intends to conduct further
research on trade issues during the second phase of this
study, its preliminary conclusion is that international trade
law obligations—including the
Canada—United States Free Trade Agreement, the North
American Free Trade Agreement, and World Trade
Organization agreements, including the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATE—do not prevent Canada and
the United States from taking measures to protect their water
resources and preserve the integrity of the Great Lakes Basin
ecosystem so long as there is no discrimination by decision
makers against individuals from other countries in the appli—
cation of those measures. Canada and the United States can-




22. To ensure the protection and conservation of the
waters of the Great Lakes, the Commission concludes that
the following principles should guide their management:
. Integrity of the Ecosystem: The Great Lakes Basin
is an integrated and fragile ecosystem. Its surface and
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 groundwater resources are part of a single hydrologic
system and should be dealt with as a uniﬁed whole in
ways that take into account water quantity, water quali—
ty, and ecosystem integrity.
The Precautionary Approach: Because there is
uncertainty about the availability of Great Lakes water
in the future—in the light of previous variations in cli—
matic conditions as well as potential climate change,
uncertainty about the demands that may be placed on
that water, uncertainty about the reliability of existing
data, and uncertainty about the extent to which
removals and consumptive use harm, perhaps irrepara—
bly, the integrity of the Basin ecosystem—caution
should be used in managing water to protect the
resource for the future. There should be a bias in favor
of retaining water in the system and using it more effi—
ciently and effectively.
Sustainability: Water and related resources of the
Basin should be used and managed to meet present
needs, while not foreclosing options for future genera—
tions to meet their cultural, economic, environmental,
and social needs.
Water Conservation: There should be an obligation
to apply the best conservation and demandAmanage—
ment practices to reduce water use and consumptive
losses and thus retain water in the Basin.
Cooperation: Decisions regarding management of
water resources must involve cooperation among the
two federal governments, the Great Lakes states and
provinces, the tribes and Aboriginal peoples, the munic—
ipalities and regions, and the citizenry on both sides of
the boundary. The processes must be open to involve—
ment and meaningful participation by these govern—
ments, the stakeholders, and the public.
   
Existing Institutions: Existing institutions, process—
es, and legal instruments—including the Boundary
Waters Treaty, the Internationaljoint Commission, the
Great Lakes Charter, the US Water Resources
Development Act, the Ontario Water Taking and
Transfer Regulation, and the Great Lakes
Commission—have provided vehicles to deal with
water use issues. It is important to retain these
strengths in any new process. Moreover, it is important
to continue to respect existing international agreements
and arrangements and the rights of tribes and
Aboriginal peoples.
Measurable Objectives, Sound Science, and
Adaptive Management: Water resource goals should,
whenever possible, be established as measurable objec—
tives that can be assessed through open, objective, sci~
entific studies that are subject to peer review. Where
information is incomplete, particularly with respect to
emerging issues of concern, decisions should be based
on the precautionary approach and should take into
account the best available data, information, and
knowledge, including cultural, economic, environmen—
tal, and social values.
Fairness: The Great Lakes Basin community is broad,
diverse, and interdependent. Culturally and economi—
cally, it extends beyond the physical confines of the
hydrologic basin. It is important that programs
designed to protect the ecological foundation of the
Basin community be, and be seen to be, fair to all those


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 the water quality of, and prevents the introduction of
invasive alien species into, the Great Lakes.
0 \Vater that is used for ballast for vessels.
0 Water that is in containers of 20 liters or less or water
that is used for shortAterm humanitarian purposes.
Any transboundary disagreements concerning the above that
the affected governments are not able to resolve may, as
appropriate, be referred by the governments of Canada or
the United States to the Internationaljoint Commission pur—
suant to Arncle IX of the Boundary Waters Treaty.
Nothing in this recommendation alters rights or obligations
under the Boundary \Vaters Treaty.
Recommendation III. Governments should immediately
take steps to ensure that, on a binational basis, (1) improved
monitoring is undertaken of Great Lakes supplies and water
uses, and that (2) research is coordinated on their individual
and cumulative impacts on the integrity of the Great Lakes
basin ecosystem. Moreover, governments should, on a bina—
tional basis, emphasize and support development and main—
tenance of a common base of data and information regard—
ing the use and management of the water resources of the
Great Lakes Basin, establish systematic arrangements for the
exchange of water data and information, and undertake
coordinated research efforts to provide improved informa—
tion for future water planning and management decisions.
Recommendation IV. Governments should immediately
take steps to enhance groundwater research in order to bet—
ter understand the role of groundwater in the Great Lakes
Basin and, in particular, to better understand the issues set
out in Section 6 of this report.
Recommendation V. In recognition of the frequent and
pervasive interaction between groundwater and surface water
and the virtual impossibility of distinguishing between them
in some instances, the governments of Canada and the
United States should apply the precautionary principle with
respect to removals and consumptive use of groundwater in
the Basin.
Recommendation VI. The Commission should be given a
standing Reference to review its recommendations for the
protection of the waters of the Great Lakes in five years and
thereafter at 10—year intervals unless conditions dictate a
more frequent review.
Recommendation VII. To help ensure the continued sus—
tainable use of the water resources of the Great Lakes Basin,
federal, state, provincial, and municipal governments should
begin immediately to develop and implement enhanced water
conservation and water demand—management strategies to
minimize consumptive losses of water from the Basin.
Recommendation VIII. To help ensure the effective,
cooperative, and timely implementation of programs for the
sustainable use of the water resources of the Great Lakes
Basin, governments should use and build on existing institu—
tions to implement the recommendations of this report. In
this regard, the governments of the states and the provinces
should take action, with respect to the implementation of the
Great Lakes Charter, to:
0 develop and implement, on an urgent basis, the Basin
Water Resources Management Program,
0 lower substantially the trigger point for proposed new
or increased consumptive use that require notice, con—
sultation, and the seeking of consent and concurrence,
0 ensure that the notice and consultation process under
the Charter is open and transparent and that there is
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1985 Report with respect to the Great Lakes, including Lake
Michigan, provides a good basis on which to begin the study.
In the light of this existing body of knowledge pertaining to
the Great Lakes, as well as the urgency of this issue precipi—
tated by export proposals, the Governments request that the
Commission give first priority to an examination of the
Great Lakes basin, focussing on the potential effects of bulk
water removal, including removals for export and provide
interim recommendations for the protection of the waters of
the Great Lakes, as can be developed from available data, in
six months from February 10, 1999.
The Governments further request that the Commission sub—
sequently complete other work onthe Great Lakes as may be
needed. The Commission is asked to submit its ﬁnal report
on the Great Lakes at the latest six months after the interim
report.
In its ﬁnal report on the Great Lakes, the Commission is fur-
ther requested to report on additional work that may be
required to better understand the implications of consump-
tion, diversions and removal of water, including removals for
export from other boundary waters, waters of transboundary
basins, and groundwater of shared aquifers. In this regard,
the Commission is asked to prepare a plan proposing the
phasing of such additional work.
In preparing recommendations, the Commission shall con—
sider in general terms such matters as potential effects on the
environment and other interests of diversions and consump-
tive uses and where appropriate, the implications of climato-
logical trends and conditions.
In the conduct of its investigation and the preparation of its
report, the Commission shall have use of information and
technical data available to the Governments and that may
become available to the Governments during the course of
its investigations. In addition, the Commission shall seek the
assistance, as required, of specifically qualified personnel in
the two countries.
The Governments shall seek in equal shares the funds
required to provide the Commission with the resources
needed to discharge the obligations under the reference. The
Commission shall develop, as early as practicable, cost pro—
jecting for the studies under reference, for the information of
the Governments.
An identical letter is being sent to the Secretary of the
Canadian Section of the Commission by the Department of
Foreign Affairs and International Trade.
An identical letter is being sent to the Secretary of the US
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US. Army Corps of Engineers
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Montreal, March 17, 1999
Marriott Chateau Champlain
1 Place du Canada
Montreal, Québec
Chicago, March 18, 1999
Palmer House Hilton
17 East Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois
Toronto, March 18, 1999
Crowne Plaza Hotel
225 Front Street West
Toronto, Ontario
Sault Ste. Marie, March 22, 1999
Ramada Inn & Convention Centre
229 Great Northern Road
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
Windsor, March 23, 1999
The Cleary International Centre
201 Riverside Drive West
Windsor, Ontario
Duluth, March 24, 1999
Radisson Hotel Duluth Harborview
505 West Superior Street
Duluth, Minnesota


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Return Flow Non-Consum tive Use : 'l‘he remaininu' Withdrawal: Water taken from nature —surface or rround
b «k
portion of water withdrawn which returns to surface or water 7 for uses such as municipal and industrial.
underground sources after use, and thus becomes available
for further use in the Basin.
Sustainable Management: .\ set of obiectiyes and activities
consistent with the purpose of maintainin‘et or improyineI the
integrity of the ecosystem and contributingr to the wellibeing of
its living systems, now and in the future.
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 In the early 1970s, the US. Army Corps of Engineers com— sion alternatives to restore groundwater levels in the
pleted a review of possible diversions from the Great lrakes ()gallala Aquifer under the High Plains. The U. 8. Army
to ease the effects of drought in the northeastern states. Corps of Engineers concluded that neither was feasible.
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